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Abstract – In Republic of Croatia ways of rescue and

protection of citizens, materials, and other goods in
catastrophes such as earthquakes, flooding or ongoing
global pandemic of coronavirus disease are regulated
by Law on Protection and Rescue. Some of the most
important parts are ways of controlling, handling, and
coordinating tasks, constitutions of bodies for
administration and ways of alarming and informing
in activities of protection and rescue. Water supply
network is very important part of the city
infrastructure. Hence, it is necessary to ensure highquality and reliable water supply network
management process. In our previous research
network model and relevant real-time data are
integrated into the complete system that will cover all
city infrastructure, acting as infrastructure data
interchange portal usable especially in the case of
disasters. All citizens are communicated with this
platform through different user roles or services using
telecommunications infrastructure. Main goal of
research in this paper is to improve ways of
controlling, coordinating tasks and informing citizens.
Platform is used to collect whole relevant data from
different sources such as water supply network
operating center, electricity network operating center,
gas transmission network operating center,
telecommunication network operating center, citizens,
112 service and so on in emergency. Different
behavioral scenarios have been implemented in the
platform. According to the collected relevant data, the
platform activates a certain scenario that best suits
the current situation. According to the scenario, the
platform automatically generates tasks to relevant
people via a mobile application. In addition, other
citizens receive information about acting through
social networks notifications.
Keywords - city infrastructure resilience, network
management, real-time data collection, mobile
network, mobile application, push notification
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Distribution networks
In network theory, there are four general classes of
networks: technological networks, information networks,
social networks, and biological networks. The division
into classes is a useful, since networks in the same class
are often treated using similar ideas, techniques, and
algorithms [1]. Networks used in this paper like
telecommunication network, water supply network,
electricity network and gas transmission network belong
to the same class - technological networks. In all
mentioned networks except telecommunication network
almost all network elements are invisible, located
underground. Mostly, network elements are not
accessible through any communication infrastructure, and
they are “software-free” elements, so there is no
possibility to implement self-detection or auto-discovery
features. Hence, it is rather important to implement and
maintain network configuration database. For example,
water supply network operators usually have a collection
of different type documents describing network, even in
the electronic form. This is some kind of “database” of
network, but it is not enough for maintenance and
management activities. There is very strong requirement
for information system for network configuration
management, which we call “inventory” management (we
use term “network inventory” for all elements building
water supply network). That was first step in our previous
research. We have focused on related work and
developing of our own water supply inventory
management system [2], [3], [4].
B. Inventory management system architectures
Since there are no auto-discovery or self-detection
features in a “software-free” network, network inventory
data must be imported into the database through graphical
network presentation interface [2]. Data collection process
includes consolidation of all possible sources within the
company, such as: network schemas, network
descriptions, project plans, repairing logs, internal human
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knowledge, informal notes etc. Inventory management
system architecture is shown on figure 1.

Figure 1. Inventory management system architecture

System core is located at database layer. There are
three main databases: network inventory database,
repairing action database and real-time performance
database. Central database in the context of network
inventory system is network inventory database. It can be
assumed as configuration database.
Generally, there are two types of network elements:
basic elements, such as valves or pipes, that cannot be
divided into the smaller parts; compound elements, such
as manhole, are compound of number of basic elements.
GPS coordinates are a very important part of network
inventory data model, since they allow network
presentation on any GPS supporting platform [2]. Main
functions of mediation layer are:
•
data collection from water-supply network
•
unification of all data formats
•
aggregation of collected data on low level,
preparing it for storage in real-time performance
data warehouse
All data are collected by specific applications called
access modules. Every access module uses specific
techniques and performs specific actions to obtain data
from the water-supply network. For instance, data can be
collected through any kind of communication protocol
(usually using GPRS for data transport), from existing
databases or industrial measurement solutions [3].
Network presentation GUI is web interface located on the
top of database layer. At presentation layer there is
performance monitoring module. This is graphical
interface which is connected to real-time performance data
database and reading last measurement value for each
node which consists of slave flow measuring module and
serves as “performance cockpit”. Basis for this graphical
interface is Network inventory data presentation on GPS
supporting platform (Figure 2.).
This principle of architecture can be implemented in
all the mentioned distribution networks except the
telecommunication network.
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Figure 2. Network inventory data presentation on GPS supporting
platform

Network management in telecommunication network
is very known term described in many papers. In [5] is
presented integrated view on telecommunication network
in which relevant data sources are fault management data,
performance management data, end-to-end testing results,
customer complaints and other sources. GPS coordinates
are also very important part of network inventory data
model. Presentation layer of network management system
solution is shown on figure 3 [6].

Figure 3. Network inventory data presentation for GSM network,
logical view

Presentation layer of network management system
solution shows object for base station controller (BSC)
which controls number of base transciever stations (BTS).
Example of attributes for base station controller is number
of operational or number of non-operational base
transceiver stations calculated from fault management
data. There are also layers on GPS supporting platforms
(Figure 4.).
Finally, network model and relevant real-time data are
integrated into the complete system that will cover all city
infrastructure, acting as infrastructure data interchange
portal usable especially in the case of disasters such as
flooding, earthquakes, volcanos, etc.
We start from the assumption that each distribution
network operator has information about the state of its
network in the area covered by the natural disaster.
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Figure 4. Network inventory data presentation for GSM network, GPS
supporting platform view

C. Related work
Vienna
Waterwork’s approach to
network
maintenance and rehabilitation is described in [7].
Network information system of Vienna Waterwork is
briefly presented. System is primarily used to provide
assistance platform for planning process. For predicting
pipe failures, the proportional hazards model (PHM) is
used.
GIS-based (Geographic Information System) water
supply information system for an urban area is described
in [8]. The basic aim of that water supply information
system is to serve as a decision support tool for
Waterwork’s management by helping maintain records of
leaks and repairs.
Both systems are focused on inventory management,
but currently without GPS coordinates. Real-time data
integration is also not considered.
In [9] system using telemetry for obtaining real-time
data from water-supply network is described. However,
all data are propagated to SCADA (Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition) application; inventory management
is not considered.
For gas transmission network, management systems,
basic abilities for GIS, automatic monitoring of
parameters of physical and technological processes are
described in [10], [11].
II.

PLATFORM TO IMPROVE CITY INFRASTRUCTURE
RESILIENCE CAPACITY

A. Legislation at the area of emergency management
System of protection and rescue of citizens, material
and other goods in catastrophes and big accidents, way of
controlling, handling, and coordinating, tasks and
constitutions of bodies for administration, way of
alarming and informing in activities of protection and
rescue in Republic of Croatia is regulated by the Law on
Protection and Rescue. In catastrophes and big accidents
district head (city council), mayor and district prefect
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directly command operative forces of protection and
rescue of units from local and regional government. Each
person has right to complete and timely information
about all threats from the beginning of catastrophes and
possibilities, ways, measures and activities of protection
and rescue and if they notice threat from beginning of
accident, big accident or catastrophes or its beginning, it
is their duty to inform Service #112 without any delay,
using the most convenient way and the fastest way of
information transfer [12]. According to the Law on
Critical Infrastructures, national critical infrastructures
are systems, networks, and objects of national importance
whose disruption of functioning or disruption of goods or
services supply can have serious consequences on
national security, health and lives of people, possessions
and environment security and economic stability and
undisrupted functioning of government (water supply
network, telecommunication network, electricity supply
network etc.) [13]. By–law about standard operative
procedures regulates the way of common action of
operative forces (standard operative procedure) and
Service #112, procedure for transfer of all available
information connected to the emergency situation,
accident or catastrophe after receiving information
through number 112, procedure of processing and
forwarding received information to operative forces and
other participants of protection and rescue using most
suitable and the fastest way of information transfer. So,
there are some possibilities to implement Central IT
platform to Service 112.
B. Central IT platform
Central IT platform is used, in general, for collecting
relevant data from different sources. Sources are water
supply network operating center, electricity network
operating center, gas transmission network operating
center, telecommunication network operating center,
citizens, 112 service and so on [4]. In emergency like
earthquakes, flooding or some other type of disaster
platform has information about distribution networks
state in covered area. Some information is collected by an
automated process and some information is provided by
operators in network operating centers of distribution
network. After relevant data are collected, platform
performs internal processing and triggers some relevant
actions such as crisis emergency alerting, crisis
management actions etc. called resilience management
guidelines (RMG). Currently in test phase we collect
relevant data which are connected to distribution of clean
water which is very important when flood or earthquake
occur. In addition, it is planned to display base stations as
information on whether there has been a breakdown in
communications in the area covered. If there is no
interruption of communication, the platform can activate
advertising actions and give instructions to relevant
participants called first responders via the mobile
network. This platform will be used (not exclusively) by
(Figure 5.): first responders such as police officers,
firefighters, emergency medical technicians (EMT),
infrastructure operators (water supply, electricity, gas
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transmission and telecommunications network operators),
general population, city council and its services, service
#112, local electronic media, other services, NGOs (NonGovernmental Organization), etc.

assigned users. Priority is used like codebook with values
high, normal, low, and medium. According to priority due
date is set, time until task needs to be finished and closed.
Category is codebook with value water supply alarm, gas
alarm, electricity alarm etc. (Figure 6.).

Figure 6. Central IT platform mobile application view (new task, task
list, task details data)

Figure 5. Central IT platform participants (logically)
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C. Task generator and mobile application
After relevant data in central IT platform is collected,
platform performs internal processing like internal
algorithms, rules etc., and triggers some actions to first
responders called resilience management guidelines
(RMG) through mobile application. For instance, water
supply company operator will receive task on water
supply distribution network: detect areas where clean
water distribution is disrupted increase/decrease pump
power, switch on/off specific valves to cause re-routing
of water-flow, fill up clean water tanks and other. Every
task has set of attributes like priority, category, location,
description, attachments, time opened, due date and

D. Earthquake scenario
One possible scenario when earthquake occur is
shown on Figure 7. Providing timely and effective
information is the key point for responsible individuals
and institutions to make timely preparations for an
effective response to threats such as adequate avoidance
measures and risk reduction. Early warning information
is collected by all public sector institutions in the field of
meteorology, hydrology and flood defense, seismology,
public health, geology, and inspection services.
Citizens

Users from 1-5 will approach platform in both
directions through a platform front-end (I1). Term “both
directions” means they will be able to trigger some
actions, or to receive guidelines, triggers, data etc. from
platform. Some data are collected in permanent regime,
while other are collected on demand (when something is
“triggered” from the environment). Citizens will
approach platform directly (I1) or indirectly. It is
expected that more citizens from urban area will
approach platform directly. Citizens from rural area
probably will use another channels to send/obtain
relevant information related to current disaster situation.
Indirectly, citizens will communicate with platform
through
different
users/services
using
telecommunications infrastructure: by contacting to city
council (I2), service #112 (I3), local electronic media and
by receiving information from media and social networks
(I4), or in last case by contacting first responders directly
(I5) [4].

Task status can be set to opened or closed. When task
is finished operator change task status to closed.
According to scenario and type of first responder there
can be more than one task assigned.
In normal situation, platform generates tasks with
category preventive maintenance. This type of tasks is
used for periodic inspections of, for instance alternative
power supply sources, clean water tanks, gathering
information of health care capacities condition, etc.

3) Internal
processing
4)
4)
4)
4)
4)
4)
4)
4)

RMG
RMG
RMG
RMG
RMG
RMG
RMG
RMG

Figure 7. Earthquake scenario
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Such information is then emitted through various
communication channels like official public authorities
and other local institutions web sites, local media, and
social networks. Besides aforementioned methods, this
paper provides additional contemporary IT based
converged model for effective information workflow in
crisis management events. In earthquakes occurrence
scenario, local county #112 service initiates preliminary
earthquake information, such as location and magnitude,
as well as initial assessment of potential damage towards
local area civil protection headquarters, civil protection
system operational forces, citizens from endangered area
and general public. The platform then generates
automated tasks in accordance to predefined rules and
actions. The IT platform coordinates simultaneous
communication with all parts included in example
scenario. After initial alert, specific workflow tasks,
named resilience management guidelines (RMG), are
generated with corresponding priorities. Such guidelines
are distributed in form of specific alert messages to all
teams included in rescue and protection, such as local
firefighter units, civil public care, and protection services
(health centers, veterinary clinics, drug stores, mountain
rescue services, etc.), legal entities an association related
with civil protection, public and private shelter managers,
material goods providers, etc.
According to RMG received, the head of local civil
protection headquarters receives high priority task for
mobilization of civil protection unit. In accordance with
the task specific operative guidelines, the charged person
or more generally, a task related instance, performs sets
of predefined actions. These sets of task actions would
include:
•
gathering critical information about private and
public objects damage status as well as people
count before and after earthquake
•
gathering information about local roads
possibility status
•
gathering information about public healthcare
object status
•
organization of local information spots dealing
with missing persons cases
•
establishing of ruins clearance plan according to
relevance
•
disposition of emergency intervention teams
Upon completion of highest priority tasks, according
to RMG structure, the system could possibly trigger
another related task such as, for example, local water
supply network and provision actions, local electronic
media engagement or establishment of local power
electricity supply for critical public services.
In order to improve resilience, we have to mention
redundancy. We assume that telecommunication network
operates without breaks. But in the case of earthquake,
mobile network is out of service because of traffic
congestion and wires are broken because of damages
caused by earthquake. The redundancy could be found in
corporate and (or) private networks. Some investments
could go to local physically independent networks that
are integrated in the system. There is also question of
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redundant power supply because of fall down of electrical
network. Starlink is the name of a satellite network
developed by the private spaceflight company SpaceX to
provide low-cost internet to remote locations. SpaceX
eventually hopes to have as many as 42,000 satellites in
this so-called megaconstellation [16]. Research and
development of suitable models will be subject of the
future work.
E. Push notifications
When task is created every user receives mobile
application push notification. Google Firebase Cloud
Messaging (FCM) offers a broad range of messaging
options and capabilities. With Firebase Cloud Messaging
you can send two types of messages. One type is
notification messages. These are handled by SDK
automatically. Second type is data messages, which are
handled by client app. Notification messages contain a
predefined set of user-visible keys. Data messages, by
contrast, contain only your user-defined custom keyvalue pairs. Notification messages can contain an
optional data payload. Maximum payload for both
message types is 4000 bytes [14]. In our scenario
notification messages that are handled by SDK
automatically are used. After you register application to
Firebase developer console, you get server key for
creating notifications. Your app server or trusted server
environment sends message requests to the FCM
backend, which then routes messages to client apps
running on users' devices (Figure 8.).
Central IT platform

Task
generator

Push
notification
generator

Firebase
console GUI

Firebase cloud
messaging

Relevant persons

Figure 8. Push messages system architecture

Using simple PHP script, we can publish notification
to FCM. To send to a single, specific device message, it
is necessary to pass the device's registration token.
Options for interacting with FCM servers include
Firebase Admin SDK, which has support for Node, Java,
Python, C#, and Go, FCM HTTP v1 API, legacy HTTP
protocol and XMPP server protocol. Using simple PHP
script implementation is shown using legacy HTTP
protocol:
$fields = array
(
'to' => "cWd4TYGPQnS....nGzQViNcm0IeLwWJr",
'data' => array
(
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'notification_id' => 1,
'title' => "Emergency task is created",
'text' => "Details is shown in app…",
'task_id' => 1

Central IT platform

),
'direct_boot_ok' => true
);
$headers = array
(
'Authorization: key=AAAAROLn......x-eB0VS',
'Content-Type: application/json'
);
$ch = curl_init();
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_URL,
'https://fcm.googleapis.com/fcm/send');
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_HTTPHEADER, $headers);
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_POSTFIELDS,
json_encode($fields));
$result = curl_exec($ch);
curl_close($ch);

To receive message in mobile application it is
necessary
to
create
service
that
extends
FirebaseMessagingService class [15]. This is required if
you want to do any message handling beyond receiving
notifications on apps in the background. To receive
notifications in foregrounded apps, to receive data
payload, to send upstream messages, and so on, you must
extend this service. Within the application component,
metadata elements to set a default notification icon and
color. Android uses these values whenever incoming
messages do not explicitly set icon or color. On initial
startup of your app, the FCM SDK generates a
registration token for the client app instance. If you want
to target single devices or create device groups, you'll
need
to
access
this
token
by
extending
FirebaseMessagingService class and overriding method
onNewToken.
F. Social networks integration
Public alert such as public city alarm - siren can
inform citizens about some urgent situation. Nowadays,
social networks have great impact on way we get and
accept information, so it can be used for same purpose as
siren. For instance, Facebook gives developers a way to
get data and give data to Facebook platform using service
called Graph API. Graph API uses HTTP protocol to
communicate with Facebook platform, which is
composed of nodes (e.g., Photo, Page), edges (e.g.,
Page’s photos, Photo’s comments) and fields (info about
nodes e.g., User’s city, Photo’s location). Using simple
PHP script, we can publish post about urgent situation.
Graph API code for publishing flood information:
$streets = calculateStreets($area);
$post_id = '{page-id}';
$request = new FacebookRequest(
$session,
'POST',
'/'.$post_id.'/feed',
array (
'message' => 'Flooded in: '.$streets
)
);
$response = $request->execute();
$graph = $response->getGraphObject();

Custom method calculateStreets with given
coordinates returns textual list of streets affected with
flood. General architecture is shown on figure 9.
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Figure 9. Social networks integration system architecture

PHP script is saved on central server which collects
data about flood. Flood data are being transferred to
custom function calculateStreets which is used for
FacebookRequest object to send data to Graph API. After
data are received on Graph API our post is shown on
Facebook page.
Another scenario is for example in case of
earthquakes publishing information about current
situation of roads closed, help distribution centers and so
on. The earthquake causes several breaks in water mains
and service connections, loss of power, loss of some of
the water transmission systems and storage tank failures,
huge impact to lifeline systems.
In this way in general citizens and local electronic
media can get accurate information about in catastrophes
such as earthquakes, flooding, or ongoing global
pandemic of coronavirus disease.
III.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented upgraded information
system which is used to improve city infrastructure
resilience capacity firstly presented in our previous paper.
In Republic of Croatia ways of rescue and protection of
citizens, materials, and other goods in catastrophes such
as earthquakes, flooding or ongoing global pandemic of
coronavirus disease are regulated by Law on Protection
and Rescue. Some of the most important parts are ways
of controlling, handling, and coordinating tasks,
constitutions of bodies for administration and ways of
alarming and informing in activities of protection and
rescue. In our previous research network model and
relevant real-time data are integrated into the complete
system that will cover all city infrastructure, acting as
infrastructure data interchange portal usable especially in
the case of disasters. All citizens are communicated with
this platform through different user roles or services
using telecommunications infrastructure. Main goal of
research in this paper is to improve ways of controlling,
coordinating tasks and informing citizens. Platform is
used to collect whole relevant data from different sources
such as water supply network operating center, electricity
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network operating center, gas transmission network
operating center, telecommunication network operating
center, citizens, #112 service and so on in emergency.
According to the certain scenario, the platform
automatically generates tasks to relevant people via a
mobile application. In addition, other citizens receive
information about acting through social networks
notifications. Actions for earthquake scenario is described
briefly.
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